MARKETPLACE
PC POPS IN To…

Telford
Group Ltd
Tomkins goes back to school

T

his month, Assistant Editor James Walshe
and myself visited Telford Group Ltd to
investigate its welding school. We entered
the day with very different levels of prior
experience. I weld regularly, though am totally self
taught. The Skill Shack instructional videos were a
great help and allowed me to to improve my
technique, but I still lacked confidence. James, on the
other hand, had never welded before and was
nervous as to how the day would pan out.
We were greeted by the incredibly friendly team
and introduced to Paul, who would prove to be a very
patient teacher. The MIG welders we were using were
Telwin TechnoMIG ‘Synergic’ machines, meaning that
only the metal thickness needed to be specified for
the machine to work out the rest. I was sceptical
at first, however within minutes I was producing
welds I could be immensely proud of. James was also
progressing well, with Paul taking him step-by-step
through both theory and practice. Welding for the
first time in this controlled environment was
a perfect way to start.
Once both of us were happy that we
had made significant strides with
MIG welding, we were introduced
to the plasma cutter. After a
few false starts mastering
the technique we were soon
both wielding the torch
with confidence. Before we
left, we were introduced
to a little OxyTurbo kit and
shown the basics of gas
welding before I had a play
with a TIG machine. It was
clear that both gas and TIG
welding would take more time
than we had to master, but under
the guidance of the team,
I went home having learned a range of

As with anything,
practice makes perfect.

new skills. For James, as with any novice welder, the
class was about putting his understanding of the
concept of welding into practice. That, and gaining
confidence with the equipment by actually having
a go, means he can start welding his own cars!

contact
Don’t forget your
safety gear!

What I bought this month…
1983 Austin Ambassador Vanden Plas

‘

W

e need the
space’
sighed the
chap on the phone.
Clearly noting that
we’re all suckers for a
broken car in need at
PC, the owner of this
one was keen for it to

be saved. Philip was the
second owner in ‘84
– the first having
traded it for a Montego
after a year.
He’d enjoyed its
mushy velour charms
until ‘91, when engine
failure saw the car
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VERDICT
Well worth
saving, with
just three
left now.

pushed into a hut for 25
years. A good scrub
revealed a rust-free,
28,000 miler. As was
the case with my barn
find Maxi, the Hydragas
units are flat and much
oily work is needed.
Here we go again!
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